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Dear all, 

We are elated to release the last volume of the Newsletter 

for the AY 2021-22. It is hard to believe that another school 

year has passed so quickly since we had to adapt to the 

changing circumstances frequently. The effort was to adjust 

to the ‘new normal’. Despite the constantly evolving situa-

tions, our students and staff have persevered together and 

grown stronger. As a result, it had been a rewarding year – 

one filled with accomplishments. 
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 I am proud that our staff, students, parents and the  commu-

nity as a whole had risen to the challenges and adapted to 

the situation very well. With their support and cooperation, 

we were able to conduct Term 1 CBSE Board Exams for Grades 10 and 12 onsite suc-

cessfully. It has definitely been a team approach that has allowed IS Salalah to sustain 

focus during this  unparalleled pandemic. Moreover, our school had also endeavoured 

to continue in providing a holistic education to all students through new ways of or-

ganizing school programmes and activities which were responded well with apprecia-

tion and gratitude by our students and parents. As a result, IS Salalah carved its name 

once again in the annals of Indian School Talent Fest, Indian School Film Fest, World 

Hindi Divas and many other inter-school competitions. With optimism, we look for-

ward to Term II CBSE board exams and a good year ahead and embrace all the chal-

lenges with confidence,  dedication, and resilience.  

I assure you that we at IS Salalah will continue to provide quality education and 

school experience for all the students and mould them into empathetic global citi-

zens. Thank you for another wonderful and productive school year and we hope to 

get back to the level of normalcy that we were accustomed to in the past years and 

strive together for an excellent and wonderful year ahead. 

Best regards, 

Deepak Patankar  

Principal 
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ISS VISION AND MISSION 

Vision 
Transforming lives of pupils 
globally by redefining 
knowledge ecosystems through 
passion, dedication, collabora-
tion and innovation. 

Mission 
To provide the highest quality of education 
through experiential learning in a safe, se-
cure and child centric environment; to help 
our students to develop into progressive 
thinkers and lifelong bearers of skills that 
will prepare them for the challenges of a dy-
namically changing world with empathy to-
wards every other human being. 

Quality Objectives 
• To ENGAGE students in effective learn-

ing experiences by providing opportu-
nities to have hands on experiences at 
least once in a month in each subject. 

• To MOTIVATE students continuously to 
participate in scholastic and co-
scholastic activities throughout their 
schooling days, which discovers their 
hidden potential and provide them 
ample opportunities to explore and de-
velop their academic and soft skills. 

• To EVOKE a sensitivity towards others 
and the environment through every 
day activities of the school. 

Our Motto  

Tamasoma Jyotri Gamaya 
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KINDERGARTEN    
SECTION 
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COMMUNITY HELPERS (19/01/2022) 

It is vital to introduce the concept of community 
helpers to kids to help them recognize, respect 
and trust people like firefighters, doctors, nurses, 
and the police who selflessly serve and protect 
their fellow beings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YELLOW DAY CELEBRATION 
(02/02/2022) 

 

A day dedicated to the yellow color was                        
celebrated on 2nd February. Children were asked 
to dress in different hues and tints of yellow. The 
motive of celebrating Yellow Day is to make                
children aware of the color, its significance and to 
develop fine motor skills in them. They spent the 
day with utmost enjoyment. Children did craft 
work and prepared food 
and liquid refreshment 
based on yellow theme. 
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SEASONS FANCY DRESS (16/02/2022) 

A season is a division of year based on the 
changes in weather. Learning about the seasons 
help children understand the passage of time 
and teaches them about change. To make               
children understand the season, a fancy dress 
show was organized online. Thus, enabling them 
to identify the names of each of the four                 
seasons and explain why there are different           
seasons in different regions of the world. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

ART INTEGRATED ACTIVITIES 

 

 

Art and craft activities help instill a sense of 
achievement and pride in children, boosting 
their self-confidence. The opportunity to create 
whatever a child desires helps foster creativity. 
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SHOW AND TELL (S A T) 

‘Show and Tell’ is an excellent  

Platform to develop oratory 
skills as it sets the stage for 
children to become comfortable 
when speaking in public and 
help them in planning their 
presentation and content by us-
ing different types of vocabu-
lary and descriptive language. It 
also enhances their competence 
in fielding questions from their 
classmates 

 

HALF A MINUTE (H A M)  

 

Half a minute is another 
speaking activity that helps to 
improve the articulatory skills 
in the kids. In this activity, a 
child will be asked to speak on 
the given objects for 30 sec-
onds (half a minute) 
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SENSORY ACTIVITIES 

 

 

We use our senses to gather and 
respond to information about our 
environment, which aids our                 
survival. Each sense provides               
different information which is 
combined and interpreted by our 
brain. 

A sensory activity is any type of 
play or action that gives                       
stimulation to our senses. 

Thus, sensory activities were conducted to make kids aware 
of the power of our sense organs. 

 

LIFE SKILL ACTIVITIES  

 

 

The objectives of life skill activities 
are to build self-confidence,                  
encourage critical thinking, foster 
independence and help people to 
communicate more effectively and 
to provide opportunity for realizing 
one’s potential through practical    
experience.  

The activities conducted under life 
skill have undoubtedly boosted the 
confidence of the tiny tots. 
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KINDERGARTEN GRADUATION CEREMONY-A.Y. 2021-22 

Kindergarten graduation is an exciting milestone for children as it 

is their first step towards a future, full of hopes and possibilities. It 

marks a new beginning that adds new dimensions to their school 

life, and the journey they begin towards knowledge and education.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Kindergarten of IS Salalah conducted its Virtual Graduation 

Ceremony on Thursday, March 17th , 2022. The pre-recorded video 

of the ceremony was shared in the Google Classrooms at 10 am 

by the respective class teachers. The ceremony started with a 

prayer song by UKG students followed by speeches from the Pres-

ident of School Management Committee Dr Syed Ahsan Jamil, 

Vice President Mr Sanjeev Singh, Principal Mr Deepak Patankar, 

Asst Vice Principal Mrs Anita Rose and the Kindergarten In-Charge 

Mrs. Anjali Radhakrishnan. 
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Both, the LKG and UKG children performed various pro-

grammes like dances, speeches and action songs. The teach-

ers of kindergarten showered their blessings and wishes to the 

tiny tots. 

Group photos of all the UKG classes were                 

displayed and the ceremony ended with a 

vote of thanks by the students of LKG. 
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Indian School Salalah organized Farewell Function for the stu-

dents of class X at school premises on Wednesday evening, the 

30th March, 2022. The occasion was graced by the Chief Guest, 

Dr. Syed Ahsan Jamil, President, School Management Committee, 

esteemed members, School Management Committee, distin-

guished guests and of course, the attraction of audience – 10 

graders in their colourful elegant attires.  

The program commenced with the introductory note depicting the 

importance of school days by Mrs. Tabassum Farhan.(English fac-

ulty) Mrs. Sindhu C. Coordinator of Grade X accorded a cordial 

welcome to the august gathering. To evoke the blessings of the Al-

mighty, students of class IX presented the prayer song followed by 

the auspicious ceremony, lighting the lamp as a symbol of grati-

tude for the abundance that the divine has bestowed on us. 

Dr. Syed Ahsan Jamil, President, School Management Committee, 

in his address highlighted the importance of self –study to prepare 

for exams and further guided the students regarding various op-

portunities in all the three streams in general. Mr. Sanjeev Singh, 

Vice-President, School Management Committee, congratulated 

them for the successful completion of the academic year 2021-22 

as it was really difficult during pandemic to proceed with academ-

ics..  He quoted that coming together is a beginning; keeping to-

gether is progress and working together is success. In his speech, 

the Convenor, SMC, Dr. Ambu Suresh advised the students to look 

forward and move on with right actions. 

FAREWELL FUNCTION ORGANIZED FOR CLASS X AT INDIAN 

SCHOOL SALALAH 
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Addressing the audience on the occasion, Mr. Deepak Patankar, Principal en-

couraged the students to dare to chase their dreams and added that one can 

achieve success with proper planning. Speaking on the occasion, Assistant 

Vice- Principal, Mr. Vipindas reminded the students about the importance of 

forthcoming board exams for them as it is the gateway of Sr. Sec. and it is the 

crucial time when they have to prepare themselves to achieve their goals. Sev-

eral students of Grade X in their extremely emotional speeches shared their 

nostalgic reminiscences of their pleasant days they spent at Indian School Sal-

alah. They expressed their heartfelt gratitude to the Management, Principal and 

teachers for their continuous support provided to them even during the difficult 

situation of Pandemic to manage with the new normal. 

The melodious group song performed by Class IX students added more festivi-

ty and solemnity to the function and the synchronized Bhangra dance move-

ments to the foot tapping music enthralled the audience. The noteworthy melo-

dious performance of Mr. Hareesh K P, Teacher, Social Science Dept. had a 

mesmerizing appeal. The instrumental fusion performed by Ma. Evan and Ma. 

Nandakumar, students of class IX filled the atmosphere with harmony   

At the end of the programme, everyone was carried away with the surprise ele-

ment of the function. Through lucky draw five students of Grade X were de-

clared winners of the surprise gifts who wrote the best memories and thoughts 

about school. More colours and flavor were added to the programme through 

the live compering of the teachers, Mrs. Tabassum Farhan and Mrs. Juli P 

John. The momentous celebration came to an end with the vote of thanks pro-

posed by Mrs. Rosily Wilson. 
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VALEDICTORY CEREMONY FOR CLASS XII-

2022’BATCH AT INDIAN SCHOOL SALALAH 

With the pandemic nearing its end, Indian School Salalah conducted the Valedictory Ceremony in 

the offline mode after a span of two years for students of the outgoing batch 2021-22. The solemn 

occasion was graced by Honourable Chief Guest, Dr Sivakumar Manickam , Chairman Board of Di-

rectors, Guest of honour, Mr Naif Ahmed Al Shenfari, Mr Sirajudeen Nhelat, Director in Charge , In-

dian School Salalah, esteemed SMC members, Principal, AVPs, HODs, 

Parents and staff and of course the enthusiastic valedictorians. The Ceremony started off with the 

marching of the students with the Principal, distinguished guests clad in the graduation gowns and 

class teachers of the five sections of Grade XII. Mr. Nandakumar, faculty Computer Science depart-

ment, formally welcomed the gathering, followed by the candle lighting ceremony in which the Prin-

cipal lit the candles of the students signified the dispelling of darkness. Citations were read out by 

Mr.C.T. Ramasamy, HOD, English, Mr James, Mrs. Rachel and Mr. Binoy of English department. 

The distinguished guests and members of the school management committee presented the me-

mentoes to the valedictorians. 

The chief guest Dr Sivakumar Manickam , Chairman Board of Directors, inspired the students to 

have passion in whatever task they undertake and advised them to uphold the values and ethics in 

their lives. Mr Sirajudeen Nhelat, Director in charge, Indian School Salalah, blessed the students for 

all their future endeavours and asked the students to follow their hearts and move on. President of 

SMC, Dr Syed Ahsan Jamil, advised the students to be dedicated towards their goals and showered 

them with good wishes. Principal Mr Deepak Patankar, emphasized that hard work is the key to suc-

cess and wished them and assured them of all support for their board exams. Vice President, SMC, 

Dr Sanjeev Singh, interacted with the students in an interesting way and advised them to introspect 

and be ready for the challenges with determination. Mr Navneetha Krishnan, Chairman Grievance 

and welfare committee, SMC, urged them to be consistent and self-motivated.  AVP Mrs Anita Rose 

representing the teachers, advised the outgoing batch not to ever forget their roots and stay fo-

cused. The School Head boy Master Antriksh and Miss Muthu Valliammal the school Head girl hum-

bly expressed their sincere gratitude to all their teachers who had taught them throughout their 

school years. They contemplated over their memories of growing up together, and finally standing 

on the last step of school life. 
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The Music department along with teachers entertained the audience with melodious songs, a few students too 

enthralled the gathering with beautiful songs. 

The vote of thanks was proposed by Mrs Nisha Josy, Faculty Commerce Department. The solemn event was 

compered and coordinated by Mrs Rachel, faculty English Department supported whole heartedly by Mrs. 

Reeshma CCA in charge and the class teachers of class XII Mrs Vidya, Mr Jojesh James, Mr Nandakumar and 

Mrs Nisha. A Photography session of each section was conducted soon after. All distinguished Guests, Principal, 

Esteemed members of SMC Asst. Vice Principals and all the subject teachers joined the valedictorians for the 

class photographs before a sumptuous dinner. 
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PRIMARY 
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ACTIVITIES AT A GLANCE 

CLASSES 1 & 2 (2021-’22)  

 

 

 

REPUBLIC DAY  

To commemorate the 73rd Republic Day of India, a video 
presentation by the students was shown through the Google 
Classroom by respective class teachers on 26th January at 
8:00am. To highlight the importance of the day, colouring and 
craft activities were given to the students on the eve of the 
Republic Day.  
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INTERNATIONAL MOTHER LANGUAGE DAY 
 

All of us are proud of our mother tongue        
and it is very special to us. To uphold the         
self-esteem of one’s mother tongue,                    
International Mother Language Day is                 
celebrated on 21st   February.  Students were 
asked to translate a message into 
their mother tongue and post it on 
their parents’ WhatsApp status.  

 

 

 

NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY  

National Science Day is celebrated annually on 28th February 
to commemorate the discovery of the “Raman Effect” by the 
Indian physicist, Sir .C.V. Raman. To discuss the                      
importance of Science Day, an effective PPT was presented 
by the class teachers. To instill curiosity in our young               
scientists, a sheet consisting of two experiments- ‘Glitter 
volcano eruption’ and ‘Magic milk’ were posted in the Google 
Classroom  
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OTHER IMPORTANT DAYS  
 

To celebrate other important days like World Braille Day, 

National Bird Day, International Education Day and Girl 

Child Day, World Radio Day, International Women’s Day etc, 

enriching videos were shown to the students. Interesting 

activities were also conducted. 
 

CCA EVENTS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The finals of CCA Story Telling competition was conducted 
on 18th January 2022  
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INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITIONS—Primary 

Winning inter-school competitions has become a 
habit among ISS students. In the ISTF Inter School 
Talent Fest, under the aegis of Board of Directors, 
Indian Schools in Oman, Miss Tanvi Pureswaran of 
II E and Master Adeep Krishnakumar of II C   
achieved A+ grade in the Patriotic Song                         
(sub junior 1) category. Miss Ziya Bibin of II E 
achieved B+ grade and Master Abel Gregory Shoby 
of II A achieved B grade in the Patriotic Song (sub 
junior 1) category.  

Master Vaishnav Rajesh Pillai of II A, Miss Ayisha 
Marva of II G and Miss Mahreen Nafisa of I E 
achieved A, B+ and B grade respectively in the 
Colouring (sub junior 1) category. 

 

ART INTEGRATED AND EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

 

Art integrated and experiential learning activities 
are given to the children to make learning more 

interesting and fruitful. 
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To bridge the learning gap and to enhance students’ learning, 

the onsite classes for classes 1 & 2 continued till Thursday, 

17th March 2022  
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Class 3 & 4 
 
 

“A big thank you to all the parents for the great support.’’ 

Activities at a Glance 
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REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION 

The Republic Day of India was virtually celebrated 
with great patriotic spirit and fervour by the students 
of grade 3 and 4 along with the students of grade 8. 
The melodious patriotic songs, the colourful dance 
and the worthy speeches delivered by the students 
filled every heart with pride and patriotism.  

Other Important Days  

To create awareness and educate the students on  

the global issues and to celebrate and reinforce 

achievements of humanity, the Primary Section of  

Indian School Salalah celebrated various days.  
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As a part of Martyrs' Day or Shaheed Diwas, 
Coast Guard Day, Braille Day, World Wetlands 
Day, etc. information or activities were shared 
in the e-planners to give awareness to the              
children about the importance of these days  
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CCA Events  

CCA events commenced on 31st August,2021 with English recitation for 

grade 3 and Hindi recitation for grade 4. To bring out the hidden talents of 

the students a fancy-dress event was conducted on 1st February 2022. The 

event was open to all the students of grade 3 and 4. The themes selected by 

the participants were commendable and the creativity of the parents was re-

markable. 

The CCA events for grade 4 came to an end in the month of February with GK 

Quiz.  The objective behind organizing Quiz as a CCA event for the students, 

was to enhance their knowledge and to make them familiar with the prospects 

of quizzes. The students participated with great enthusiasm. Solo song event 

conducted in the month of February was the final event of grade 3 students for 

the academic year. The singers won the hearts of all those who witnessed the 

event.  
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Assembly 

All the sections of grade 3 and 4 conducted assembly during 
this academic year.  
 

Junior English Reading Club 

The English teachers of primary section  

created Reading Club Google classrooms  

in the month of December to encourage 

the reading habit in students.  

Students are encouraged to read stories  

posted and comment about it in the  

google classrooms. 
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GRADUATION DAY 

Grade 4 celebrated virtual Graduation Ceremony on  
February 24, 2022. It started with the prayer song and 
then it was followed by various programs. Assistant Vice 
Principal, Ms. Anita Rose addressed the students and 
showered her blessings to them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The photos of the students of each graduation class were 
displayed in the form of a collage that was admired by 
one and all. The highlight of the celebration was the 
‘Thank You note’ by the students of all the sections of 
grade 4. It was indeed a joyous and memorable day for 
the students as they move up the ladder to the Middle 
section. 
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The World Belongs to Those Who Read 

- ISS Reading Club 

“Reading is to the mind; what exercise is to the 

body” 

Indian School Salalah always strives to develop reading 

skills in students. The ISS Reading Club is an endeavor to 

prepare the young generation for the 21st century. Indian 

School Salalah inaugurated the Reading club on 20th    

December 2021 to foster the reading habits of the chil-

dren. Mrs. Elizabeth, Faculty member, English Department     

welcomed the gathering. Followed by the welcome speech, 

Mrs. Sreevidya. S briefed the audience about the objectives 

of starting the reading club. Book Review, Story Weaving 

are a few of the various activities planned for the same.  

Principal Mr. Deepak Patankar motivated the children to 

read the books and also explained how the books help in 

developing the concentration skills of the students.        

Mr. Vipindas, Assistant Vice Principal expressed his happi-

ness and his warm wishes. Mr.Ramasamy, the Head of the 

Department of English spoke about the numerous benefits 

of reading. Students came up with their reviews and 

thoughts on the books which  they have read. Ms. Mala-

vika, Master Akul Nagathan, Ms. Rakendu Rajesh, Ms. 

Sumayya sharin shared their book reviews on the inaugura-

tion day. Ms. Ancylin, Faculty member, English Department 

proposed the vote of thanks.  

In the primary section, all the students were part of the 

reading club. Reading club google classrooms were creat-

ed for classes 1 to 8 and teachers interact with the stu-

dents about the stories from CBSE Reading mission-Story 

weaver website. They post the stories and Google forms as 

a follow up for the stories they have read.  

 33 
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Regular virtual reading club meetings were organized in the months of January and 

February in the middle section.  Ms. Urvi Ahya, Faculty member, Department of Eng-

lish introduced the book Alice in Wonderland through a presentation. The PDF ver-

sion of Alice in Wonderland was posted in Class 5 and 6 Reading club classrooms. 

Mrs. Sreevidya, Faculty member, Department of English spoke about the back-

ground of the book Robinson Crusoe with a  colourful presentation. The PDF ver-

sion of Robinson Crusoe was posted in Class 7 and 8 Reading club classrooms. Stu-

dents read stories from StoryWeaver website and shared their feedback in the form 

of beautiful reviews. During the sessions, Mrs. Sherly Mathew, Faculty member Eng-

lish  Department organized an interesting story weaving activity in which the stu-

dents participated actively. Mr. James, Mrs. Ajitha Vipindas, Mrs. Tabassum, Faculty 

members, Department of English shared their reflections on their favourite authors 

Akio Moritta, Sudha Murthy and Ruskin Bond. Thus, the ISS Reading club promotes 

a love of literature and reading amidst the students in a positive and nurturing envi-

ronment.  

ALICE IN WONDERLAND - DHARSHA (VI B) AS ALICE. 

ROBINSON CRUSOE - BOOK REVIEW BY ADVIKA RAJESH (VII E) 
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PRIMARY SECTION CHILD SHOWING A KINDLE E - READER NOTE 

STUDENTS SHOWING THEIR STORY BOOKS 

A STUDENT’S BOOK COLLECTION AT HOME 
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Gavel Club in IS Salalah 

On 19 December 2021 at 5pm, the much awaited Gavel Club was inaugurated online. The 

inauguration was graced by the presence of the principal Mr. Deepak Patankar, AVP’s 

Mr. Vipin Das and Mrs. Anita rose and Head of the English Department, Mr. Ramasamy. 

The inaugural was also attended by the members of the gavel club (students from grade 

9-12) and the faculties of English Department. A speech craft workshop (Gavel club ac-

tivities) is the most time-effective way to acquire skills of speaking, listening and think-

ing and evaluating-skills vital to almost all professions in today’s world. 

The Gavel Club activities are driven by four guiding principles : 

• Experiential learning – By giving speeches and fulfilling leadership roles, you prac-

tice and improve. 

•  Peer feedback – Grow and improve your public speaking and communication skills 

through honest and supportive peer evaluation. 

• Mentoring – Experienced mentors encourage, guide and support you in your goals 

and help you to achieve more than you thought possible. 

• Self-paced programmes – Develop skills at your own pace and comfort level. 

What does the club experience offer ? 

The first session of the Gavel club after the inaugu-

ration was on 27th January 2022. In this session, the 

mentors explained in detail the activities of the Gavel 

club to the participants. In the following two weeks, a 

full fledge activity was conducted by the members of 

the Gavel club. The members were assigned distinct 

roles like Toastmaster, speaker, Evaluator, Grammar-

ian, Ah-counter and Time -keeper. They made full 

justice to all the roles assigned to them. The mentors 

and members were equally ebullient and exultant for 

accomplishing the true objective of the Gavel Club. 

With these three sessions, the  Gavel Club wrapped 

up its activities for the academic year 2021-2022 and 

vowed to come up with exciting activities in the com-

ing years.  
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MATHEMATICS DAY CELEBRATIONS 

THEME: MATHEMATICS FOR A BETTER WORLD. 

 

As soon as HOD Mr. Narayan Kutty informed about the Math Day celebrations, the following 

programs were discussed 

o Art Gallery Presentation 

o Vedic Mathematics 

o Maths Applications 

o Compass drawing 

o Maths memes 

The teachers gave enough practice till the students attained perfection to do video record-

ing. The most awaited math day celebration video was shown to all the classes on 20th De-

cember 2021. We all know that team work divides the task and multiplies the success. It 

was the mentoring, able guidance and the tremendous support of our HOD and the timely 

cooperation of our teachers that made this program a resounding success.   

• The program commenced with the welcome address by Miss Irine Anna Sunil of class XI 

A. 

• The President of the SMC, Dr. Syed Ashan Jamil expressed his views that Mathematics 

is one of the most desirable sciences. 

• The Principal Mr. Deepak Patankar expressed his views about subject Mathematics. 

• The art gallery of biography of Srinivasa Ramanujan- video presentation was done by 

Master Jeslyn Sunsi Cheenan of class IX D. 

• The Skit on ‘the importance of zero’ performed by the students of class 3 and 4 brought 

on the screen “Zero The Hero” 
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Participants were  

 
Sl.No.  NAME OF THE STUDENT  CLASS AND SECTION 

1 ANVAY BHUSHAN DAXINDAS 3A  

2 VASUDEV PRASANTH PILLAI 3B 

3 NAYSA MARIAM MATHEW  3C 

4 FATHIMA ZEHREEN  3D 

5 HAFSA KHAN  3E 

6 NIRANJAN ARUN RAJ 3F 

7 SREENIDHI.B 3G 

8 ISHA NAMIA KUZHIYIL THODI 3H 

9 RAZEEN P 4A 

10 ANUSHKA SUBRAMANIYAN 4B 

11 AISHA IMRAN KHAN 4C 

12 HARKIRAT KAUR 4D 

13 ALONA MARIA BOBBY 4D 

14 SRICHARAN REDDY 4E 

15 VAISHNAV . R. S 4F 

16 NIRANJANA MENON 4G 

17 MADHAV NIKALESH 4H 

18 

19 

JOHAN ROBIN JOSEPH 

SHIVANANDA NAIR 

4H 

41 
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• The fun-filled Maths Memes performed by the students                                                                                         

Savanth Ganapathi Tekmal of class IX A and Pushkar                                                                                                              

Sakhamuri of class VIII B. 

•  The very interesting and easy calculation of Vedic Mathematics                                                              

of video presentation was done by the students  Advaith Manoj                                                                   

of class VIII E and Rinatya Hannah Joseph Harry of class VII B. 

• The importance of Math applications on Planning a Trip and its budget                                                        

performed by the students Samved Shaji Nambiar, Fawaz Latheef Saleem,                                                 

Hana Hazem Ahmed of class XI C and Ayush Ganesh Sapate of class XI D. 

• The applications of conic sections -video presentation performed by students Dhanya 

Mani and Faiza Tabrez of class XI A. 

• A mesmerizing Circle designs of compass drawing -performed by the students Aarnav 

Gupta,  Abhishej Shylesh, Manna Mariyam of class IX B and Siddhartha Choudhary 

Vedagiri of class IX E. 

• The Maths day celebration 2021 ended with the Vote of Thanks proposed by Miss Sebiya 

Sunil Tharakan of class IXC. 
 

The Anchoring Team Members:  

1. Irine Anna sunil – XI A : Welcome address 

2. Annlitta Mariam George – IX D: President                                

Introduction and conclusion 

3. Bhagialakshmi – IX D : Principal Introduction 

and conclusion 

4. Sana Chacko – IX D : Art Gallery Presentation 

 

5. Gautham Helbith Raj – IX D : Vedic  

Mathematics 

6. Aiman Arif – XI A : Maths Applications 

7. Eshan Garg – IX D : Maths Memes 

8. Ashiq Ani John – XI A : Circle designs –   

Compass drawing 

9. Sebiya Sunil Tharakan – IX C : Vote of Thanks 
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Report on IT club activities done in the year 2021-22 
The department of Computer Science of Indian School Salalah observed                     

International Computer Security Day under the skillful guidance of 

Mr.Shivithlal, ex-HOD Computer Science along with the IT teachers, Mr. K.                   

Nandakumar, Mr. Mohammed Javed, and Mrs. Purnima Santosh. The                   

activities were showcased with an  array of activities in a live format on the 

zoom platform for 3 fruitful days, dated 30th Nov -2nd Dec 2021. 

DAY-1 

The program got commenced with the welcome speech by Miss Shivani Nair 

and Miss. Janki Suresh of class VII. They extended a warm welcome to Dr. 

Syed Ahsan Jamil, President of School Management Committee and other              

esteemed members of the SMC, Principal, Mr. Deepak Patankar, AVPs, HODs, 

In- charges, teachers, and all the students of Indian School Salalah who joined 

the live session. Online Quiz by Mr. Mohammed Javed, Faculty Computer                

Science, introduced the children to a world of excitement and a great brain 

gym experience. It was followed by a demo on “Cyber Security Essentials” by 

Ashiq Ani John, which was an eye-opener to everyone and also a word of              

caution to the audience. To enlighten the background efforts of the game                

development, a presentation on the same was done by Marshal Angelo                     

Christopher (Class 11) and Muhammad Omar Anis (Class 6). These                        

presentations were eye-catching and  inspiration to all the viewers to apply 

and implement their development skills. To top it up, Mrs. Harmit Pal,                       

Chairman, Academic Sub-Committee addressed the gathering and shared her 

valuable views. It was great to hear her words of enthusiasm which fueled the 

students to achieve and dream more.  

DAY-2 

Anchoring team comprised of Miss. Calista Raji Phillip, Mr. Abhishek                

Prasad, and Miss. Punnia Madhu, welcomed the audience. It was followed 

by an address by the Chairman, IT Sub-committee Dr. Muhammed Yousoof 

where he enlightened the significance of cyber security. He was full of 

praise for the initiative taken by the faculties of the computer department 

and commented that he is looking forward to witness many more programs 

in the future. The highlight of the event was free coding classes for                   

students, conducted by Indian School Salalah in collaboration with Bright 

Champs. The session was led by Mr. Utkarsh Gupta, Head of Academic               

Relations.  
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He introduced their talented tutors Ms. Nisha Sharma, Ms. Sujata Pod-

dar, Mr. Kartik Goel to train our students to batch by batch, 3 & 4, 5-9 

and 11. Students had an experience of a lifetime by being a part of cod-

ing classes from Bright Champs. This session had correctly caught the 

curiosity of students as many inquiries started coming to in-house IT 

teachers about Bright Champs. No doubt the chance was greatly utilized 

and relished.  

DAY-3 

Another day of excitement and magic was kick-started by a vibrant an-

chor Miss. Calista Raji Phillip delivering a crisp welcome address. Mr. 

Sehel Biju ,a student of class IX, did a presentation on “Design a 3D 

model”. After witnessing the presentation students had a changed per-

spective about infrastructures around and were looking ahead to try 3d 

modeling tools thereafter. Followed was a workshop on” Canva” by Mrs. 

Purnima Santosh, Faculty, Computer Science. After the workshop, stu-

dents started believing in creating and collaborating with “Canva”. Mo-

bile apps are the support system of our routine chores, and a presenta-

tion on mobile app development was presented by Master. Savio Xavier 

to the audience, which was highly appreciated by the students. And on 

public demand, the Online Quiz, which was conducted on the 1st Day of 

the event was repeated, and the delight of the students to be a partici-

pant was given a second chance. At the end of the program there was 

an exciting felicitation speech by Dr. Navneetha Krishna, member IT sub

-committee, who was full of praise for the initiative of event and re-

sourcefulness. He made it very interactive by asking some fun facts 

about IT influence in the world and also cheered students to aim high 

and believe that nothing is impossible. All this was a great end to the 3 

Day event.  
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DAY 1 COLLAGE  

On behalf of the Dept of Computer Science, the anchor expressed heartfelt gratitude to 

HM Sultan Haitham Bin Tariq Al Said for his benevolence and generosity. She extended 

her sincere gratitude to Dr. Syed Ahsan Jamil, the President of the School Management 

Committee, other esteemed committee members. She thanked Mr. Deepak Patankar, 

Principal, AVPs Mrs. Anita Rose and Mr. Vipindas, In-charges and HODs, teachers, and 

all the students and online viewers of the program. She also mentioned special thanks 

to Mr. Shivithlal, ex HOD Computer Science, Mr. Nandakumar, Mr. Mohammed Javed, 

and Mrs. Purnima Santosh, and other IT staff for the efforts taken to conduct the pro-

gram smoothly. 

Computer Science Department  

Indian School Salalah  
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DAY 2 COLLAGE 
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DAY 3 COLLAGE  
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SCIENCE CLUB 

Science Club is the platform for the students to promote their scientific interest, realize their            

scientific skills, fulfill their quest in doing science activities and to keep the students in touch 

with recent advancement in science. 

The motto of Science Club is “Nurture the nature for a better future” Eligibility test for getting 

the membership for the Science club 2021-22 was conducted in the month of November.              

Students who scored 70 % and above in the Eligibility test got membership in the club. 97              

students from classes V and VI and 62 students from classes VII and VIII got membership in the 

club. Teachers associated with Science club 2021-22 - Mrs. Rakhee Deshmukh,                                 

Mr. Hrydaroop M and Mr. Sajith V. Prakash for classes V and VI and Mrs. Archana. T, Mrs. Maya 

Nobin and Mrs. Sindhu Gopal for Classes VII and VIII. 

Club activities were conducted on the second Saturday of every month form 10.00am to 

11.00pm through Google meet. The first Science club for the academic year 2021-22 for the   

classes V VI, VII and VII was organized on 8 January 2022. Science club activities for Classes V & 

VI and VII & VIII were conducted separately through different Google classrooms. Club activities 

of 2021-22 were started with a brief introduction of the aims and objectives of the Science club 

and its importance. 

Following Activities and sessions were organized by the club in this Academic year 2021-22. 

CLASSES V and VI  

January 2022 

  Kahoot – General Science quiz 

 Science Bulletin – Top 10 Science News 2021 

 Simple Model making- Paper firkin or paper pinwheel (based on wind energy) 

 Discussion on Wind energy and uses of it 

 Seed designing- Making the Excretory system/ structure of Brain using pulses and cereals of 

different color. 
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February 2022 – National Science Day Celebration 

 Science Bulletin - News for the month of January 2022 

 NSD celebration 

  Introductory Speech on the Importance of Celebrating NSD by Mrs.Rakhee Desmukh 

 Video making- Topic: Biography of CV Raman 

 Declamation of CV Raman- Perception of Colours 

  Presentation of Students work (January month Activities uploaded by students int the 

Google classroom) 

CLASSES VII & VIII 

January 2022 

 Science Bulletin- Top 10 Science News 2021 

 Simple experiment -Rainbow walking water (based on Capillary action) 

  Poster making- Global warming and its Impact 

 Discussion on Global warming and its Impact. Students shared 2 best practices that they will 

follow in order to reduce global warming and greenhouse effect .  

February 2022 – National Science Day Celebration 

 Science Bulletin - News for the month of January 2022 

 NSD celebration 

  Introductory speech on the Importance of Celebrating NSD by Mrs. Maya Nobin 

 Video making- Topic: The prose and Cones of Science , Innovation and Technology 

  Declamation of CV Raman- ‘Why the sky is blue?’ 

 Speech by students the NSD 2022 Theme: Integrated Approach in S&T for Sustainable           

Future.  

 Presentation of Students work ( January month Activities uploaded by students int the 

Google classroom) 

Science club members participated in all the activities with a great enthusiasm. The club activi-

ties were conducted through online platform, with the support and guidance of School admins, 

Department In-charges and Science teachers of middle school. 
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MALAYALAM DEPARTMENT 

Malayalam Poem Recitation Finals 

[JUNIORS ] &(Sub-Juniors) 

 

Malayalam poem recitation for Junior and sub-junior categories had 

been conducted in the Online platform of Google Meet on 13.12.21 @4.30 

PM [Juniors] and @5 PM [Sub-Juniors] respectively as the part of the 

CCA activity for academic year 2021-22. 39 students had participated in 

this competition from grades 5 to 8. All the participants had  performed 

well. Mr. Narayanan Kutty [HOD, Maths], Mr. Nandakumar,[Computer 

Department] Mr. Mukesh Mohan [Commerce Department],Mr. Un-

niKrishnana [HOD, Social Science], Ms. Vidya Pillai [Science Depart-

ment] supported as external judges of the competition.Mr. Shaji K Va-

zhode [HOD,Malayalam ] had been the internal judge of the competition. 
 

The compering team did their task in an extra ordinary way. Miss. Bha-

gvath Priya and Miss. Wafa Saddique  compered  the entire event. Mr. 

Unnikrishnan, HOD, Social Science  spoke to the participants about  

their commendable  performances and motivated them to do their 

best. Miss. Sree Nanda of class 8C and Master. Advaith Anish of Class 

7E.  welcomed  the audience. Miss. Wafa Saddique of class 6D and 

Miss. Shivani Nair proposed the vote of thanks at the end of the events 

respectively.   
 

The support and cooperation throughout the event was received from 

Mrs. Reeshma, [CCA-in Charge] Mrs. Sumana and Mrs. Julie from the 

CCA Team. Overall, the event was conducted in a very smooth manner.  
 

SHAJI,  

HOD, MALAYALAM 
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Indian School Salalah Celebrates 73rd Republic Day  
The 73rd Republic Day was celebrated on 26 January after the broader ambit of 

‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ in all its solemnity and grandeur, virtually by Indian 

School  Salalah.  

The programme commenced with a prayer song, followed by rendition of the na-

tional anthem of Oman and India. President of School Management Committee, 

Dr. Syed Ahsan Jamil in his address highlighted the significance of the day and 

made students aware that the future of country lies in their hands. He advised to 

reignite in ourselves the principles of preamble and overcome challenges to 

make  India promising, futuristic, developed and happy nation in alignment with 

vision 2047.  

Principal, Mr Deepak Patankar in his address guided students to be focused on 

career goals and work hard to achieve them. He shared his views on overall de-

velopment and advised students to study well, inculcate good values in life 

which will help them do their best and be worthy citizens of India. He further 

went on to say that if each Indian worked for the betterment of the country, it 

would undoubtedly reach the pinnacle of success. 

The highlights of virtual celebration included enthralling dance performance on 

medley of  patriotic songs by students of grade I and II, colloquy on patriotism 

and constitution of India by students by students of grade III and IV, role play—

Rani Laxmi Bai by Miss. Sree nidhi of grade III, self-composed Hindi poem by 

Miss Siddhi Pitroda, and a speech in Hindi by Miss Shagun Rajyaguru of grade 

VII. Mesmerizing song ‘mile sur mera tum hara’ on national integration was sung 

mellifluously by students of grade VII and VIII, which was followed by a fabulous 

dance performance saluting the mother land for giving us a comfortable life and 

promising to live for the country by dedicating ourselves to the development of 

the country by students of grade VII and VIII. The most striking feature of the 

celebration was video presentation ‘Journey of India since 1950’ highlights 

achievements of India so far at international level. The virtual program concluded 

with vote of thanks by Miss Siddhi Pitroda.    

Happy Republic Day!! Jai Hind. 
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CCA EVENTS 
In the month of December, CCA conducted Arabic Poem Recitation, Malaya-
lam Poem Recitation and Painting Competitions for Sub Juniors and Juniors. 
Arabic Department, Malayalam Department and Art Department played key 
roles in the events. Events were really competitive and attractive, many 
senior teachers and parents appreciated the participants and the event co-
ordinators for the smooth conduction of the events. 

Post card Campaign as part of ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’ (JANUARY) 

 The Postcard Campaign as part of celebrations of ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Ma-
hotsav’ to be organized by the Department of Posts, Government of India 
for all CBSE affiliated schools. Under the campaign 75 lakh  postcards 
written by school children shall be sent to the Honorable Prime Minister 
to collect the best ideas from children.  

Execution of Postcard Campaign 

• Mrs. Sumana (Nodal Coordinator) briefed the Execution and submission of 
the Post card campaign conducted by the Department of Posts, Govern-
ment of India for all CBSE affiliated Schools, as part of ‘Azadi ka Amrit 
Mahotsav’. 

• Total entries received were 201. Three Google meet links were created 
for the conduction of the campaign. Mrs. Purnima, Mrs Reeshma and Mrs. 
Sumana recorded the videos and pictures of the campaign. 

• Postcards duly written were submitted to the school office by the stu-
dents. With the guidance of the English HOD, the CCA team allotted the 
received postcards to the English Teachers for final screening. 

• 10 best postcards were finalized and along with the remaining were sent 
to the Embassy of India.  

Review of Postcard Campaign 

Students enthusiastically participated in the Postcard Campaign. 

 They got an opportunity of feeling the real postcard. They got an oppor-
tunity to express and convey their ideas to our Honorable Prime Minister. 

 They felt happy to stay connected to their country though they were 
away. 

 They felt a sense of pride to contribute for our Postal department.    
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CCA -Turncoat Debate (January) 
 

CCA -Turncoat Debate for classes IX and XII was organized in two segments on 

online platform (Google Meet) on 31 January 2022 at 4 pm. It was well conducted 

under the guidance of Mr. C T Ramasamy, HOD, English with the support of Mrs. 

Rachel, Mr. Royi, Mrs. Reeshma Vijesh Kumar and Mr. Joby Varghese.  There were 

twenty-two students in final list of participation from classes 9 & 10 and 10 stu-

dents from classes 11&12. Sufficient training and practice were given to the par-

ticipants by the teachers concerned. The lot picking was done on 30 January 

2022 at 4 pm and the topics were given to the participants one hour prior to the 

competition. 

• The Judges, Principal Mr. Deepak Patankar, Mr. C T Ramasamy, HOD, English 

and CCA coordinators and a few teachers attended the programme. 

• The event was really interesting and competitive . Students participated enthu-

siastically and debated their thoughts on the  given topics well. 

• The principal Mr. Deepak Patankar interacted with the students and extended 

his sense of appreciation to all. Mr. C T Ramasamy, HOD, English also spoke on 

the occasion and congratulated the teachers and participants for their whole-

hearted involvement in the competition. The judges also shared their views 

about the competition.  

• It was really an exciting experience and the event was conducted successfully. 
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Report of ISFF – 2021 
 

ISFF – 2021 is conducted by Indian School Al Maabela.  

There are seven categories and 11 genres under the domains, Competitive 

events and non – competitive events. 

From Indian School Salalah, 5 short films were sent for the competition.  

They are: 

1. Experimental film – Senior 

2. Public Service Announcement – 1 from Senior and 1 from Junior 

3. Musical film – Open 

4. Entertainment Film – Parent  

I. EXPERIMENTAL FILM  

The experimental film ‘What’s WRrong?’ was made by senior students  un-

der the guidance of Mr.Mukesh Mohan and Mrs.Dhanya Devi. The film was 

written and  directed by Ms.Maitreyi  Jagnnathan of class XI-B.  

The actors are : Anna Elizabeth Bose (XII-D), Yusra Kausar (XII-C), Isaam  

Basmati  (XII-D), Smaya Manoj (XII-A), Naif Bin Sudheer (XI-E) and the  

editing was done by Naif Bin Sudheer of class VIII-A.  
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                              II. PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT (PSA) –  

                           Senior & Junior 

 

The PSA films were made under the guidance of Mrs. Aniyamma and 

Mrs. Gladis.  Two films were made in this category. 

1. The PSA film ‘GRANTED’ was written and directed by Mohammed 

Multazam Sheik (XI-B). The actors are : Shiloh Caron Meripo (IX-F), Kev-

in Johnson (IX-D), Sehel Biju (IX-C), Sanjay (IX-E), Sherwin Aron Meripo 

(VII-A) and Mohammed Mahir Shaik (VIII-F). 

Screenplay –  SehelBiju (IX-C) &amp; Mohammed Mahir Shaik (VIII-F) 

Editing - Mohammed Mahir Shaik (VIII-F) 

Cinematography – Mohammed Multazam Shaik (XI-B) 

 

2. The PSA film ‘PHOENIX’ was directed by Zaina Fathima (VII-C).  

The actors are : Janky Suresh (VII-C), Shivaani Nair (VII-C), Jibson Bejoy 

(VII-E), Johnpaul Shibi (VII-D), Julia Mariam Mathews (VII-C), Akshaya 

Dilraj (VII-D), Jason Bejoy (VIII- E). 

Camera – Jason Bejoy& Johnpaul Shibi 

Editing and Music – Johnpaul Shibi 

Script and story – Zaina Fathima 

Makeup – Janky Suresh & Shivaani Nair 
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III. MUSICAL FILM 

The musical film ‘THE COVETED WORLD’ was made under the guidance of 

Mrs.Deepthi Unnithan, Mrs. Bindukala, Mrs.Nitha and Mrs.Renuka Karat. The 

film was narrated and edited by Daksha   Pillai (VII-A).  The actors are : Sradha 

Karat (III-A), Hannah Marria Josy (VIII-D), Rithika Jethin (VII-E), Sabari Krishna 

P B (IX-D), Adeep Krishnakumar (II-C), Anushka Santosh (IV-D), Tanvi 

Pureswaran (II-E), Sribhadra Mukesh (1-D). Singers : Daksha Pillai, Rithika 

Jethinm Hannah Marria Josy, Anushka Santosh &  Tanvi Pureswaran. 
 

IV. ENTERTAINMENT FILM – Parent category 

The entertainment film ‘REVIVE’ was made under the guidance of Mr. Nan-

dakumar & Mrs. Purnima Santosh. The film was written and directed by Mr. 

Jerry Jacob (father of Adriel Jerry (III-B)). The actors are : 

1. Mrs. Jayamol Prakash – Mother of Hanna Maria (VII-E) 

2. Mrs.Magi Mr.Shaji & ShajiJohny – Parents of Catherine Elsa Shaji (V-C) 

3. Mr.Jincy Shibi – Father of Jeswin Shibi (V-E) 

4. Adriel Jerry (III-B) 

5. Hanna Maria (VII-E) 

PRODUCER – Mrs. Siby Jerry 
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Sl. No.  Genre  Category Name of the Video 

1 Experimental  Senior  What’s WRrong?  

2 Public Service                               

Announcement  

Senior  Phoenix  

3 Public Service                     

Announcement 

Junior  Granted  

4 Musical Film Open  The Coveted World  

5 Entertainment Parents of ISS Revive  
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ISFF – 2021 

Indian School Film Festival (ISFF-2021) was conducted by Indian School Al Maabela, 

under the aegis of Board of Directors, Indian schools in Oman. Indian School Salalah 

participated in ISFF by sending five videos out of the 10 genres in different categories. 

The videos made by Indian School Salalah are as follows : 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Out of this 5, two of our videos won the Best film awards in their respective               

categories. 

1. The Musical Film ‘The Coveted World’, based on the story written by Smt. 

Lalithambika Antharjanam, tells the story of fairies, which is full of sumptuousness, 

happiness and love as well as the extreme different version of that spent by the           

humans on the Earth. This video won the award for the Best video in Musical Film 

genre. The students of Indian School Salalah made this video with the help of Music 

Department. 

2. The Entertainment Film ‘Revive’ portraits the life of Maria who is compelled by her 

mother to participate in a fancy dress competition. She tries to record her                    

performance video but in vain. Maria doesn't do it correctly so her mother scolds her 

harshly. After which her grandmother intervenes and helps Maria perform it well. The 

story further explains how perseverance leads to success.  

This film was written and directed by Mr. Jerry Jacob, father of Adriel Jerry, Class III-A 

of Indian School Salalah. The actors are also the parents of our students. The pro-

grams were streamed in YouTube on Feb 16,17,23 and 24.  
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 

The Physical Education Online Classes were enjoyed by the students with full zeal. 

The topics were –Yoga asana, Healthy Eating habits, Fun activities, Major Games. 

The explanation of the topics was done with the help of Videos, PPT’s and  

demonstrations by the teachers. The practice sessions were conducted for the 

students. 

For the students of CSE the online classes were conducted by the teachers. The 

PPT’s and video files of related topics are uploaded for different sections as per 

the topics. 

The Online Yoga Competition was conducted for different classes. On Thursdays 

the Weekly Online Chess Tournament was conducted in 3 categories for students 

of class.3-12. 
 

GLIMPSES OF ONLINE CLASSES 
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Online Chess Competition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINNERS OF KAIRALI WADIKABIR ONLINE CHESS TOURNAMENT (2022) 

CONGRATULATIONS 

 

 

 

 

                                    

                                     AKASH SAI SAKAMURI                     DEVAKARTHIKEYAN UDHAYAKUMAR 

                                                        (2 nd Place)                           (3 rd Place) 

 

A WINNER IS A DREAMER WHO NEVER GIVES UP 

 Our students participated in the online chess tournament organized by Kariali 

wadikabir. Master. Akash Sai Sakamuri of class V- B (Silver medalist) and 

Master. Devakarthikeyan Udhayakumar of class V- H (Bronze Medalist) 

clinched the medal in the Tournament- 2022 in under- 11 age category. 
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Indian School Salalah raises its own  

benchmark in ISTF  2020-21 

33 students from ISS secured A+ in various categories. 
 

Congratulations to the achievers!!!  

Though coronavirus may have prohibited the students from stepping outside 

their homes or from coming to the school, there is nothing that could stop the 

students of Indian School Salalah from exhibiting their talents. Under the           

aegis of the Board of Directors, Indian School Darsait hosted the Talent Fest, 

an Inter-School Panorama of cultural events for the academic year 2021-22 

on a virtual platform. Students from 21 Indian Schools across the Sultanate 

grabbed this opportunity to unravel their creative talent. On the basis of the 

performances, the students were graded as A+, A, B+ and B. Students from 

Indian School Salalah showcased their talents with poise and credence in           

various activities ranging from dances and music to literary events and art. 

The outstanding performances were streamed on You Tube and Facebook on 

12th, 13th, 19th, and 20th of January 2022. 33 students from IS Salalah               

secured A+ in various categories. The dexterity of the students in the literary 

and musical events was highly commendable. This mammoth event has          

undoubtedly provided an excellent platform to the students to unleash their 

latent talents. The School management, Principal and the staff congratulate 

the meritorious performance 

of the young talents!  

LIST OF A+ ACHIEVERS  
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INDIAN SCHOOL SALALAH EXCEL IN WORLD HINDI 
DIVAS 

 

To mark the world Hindi divas, various competitions were or-

ganized online and offline mode by Indian Embassy, Sultanate 

of Oman on 12th January, 2022. It was a proud moment that In-

dian school won the 1st place in all the three competitions in 

online mode. 

Sreenidhi B, III-B  

(1st Place in Roll Play)  

      Karishni Bharatwaj, X-B    

 (1st Place in Hindi Extempore)                                           
Siddhi Manish Pitroda, VIII-B  

(1st Place in Hindi Poem Recitation)  
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High School Science Fair Competition 2022  

The Department of Maths and Sciences, Dhofar University, 

hosted the 3rd High School Science Fair competition 2022 re-

cently. Our students participated in various domains of the 

event. The team comprising Master Abhishek Simi Prasad, Miss 

Sebiya Sunil and Miss Hazel Babu of Grade IX bagged the 

third position for their project-‘Sound Visualization and Appli-

cation’. 

Principal, Mr. Deepak Patankar and the School management 

Committee congratulated the participants.   
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OVERALL CHAMPIONSHIP/ SECOND PLACE (INDIVIDUAL) IN                           

MATHEMATICS QUIZ 

In the 4th High School Mathematics Quiz Competition conducted 

by Dhofar University on 3rd March 2022, Antriksh Singh(XIIB ), 

Ayush Ganesh Sapate (XID), Hana Hazem Ahmed Moustafa 

Habib (XIC) and Faiza Tabrez (XIA) represented the school team. 

Master Antriksh Singh of XII and Master Ayush Ganesh Sapate 

of XI brought glory to Indian School Salalah by securing the 

SECOND position individually. Our school won the OVER ALL 

CHAMPIONSHIP for the consecutive FOURTH year. 
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